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Calma is an independent outdoor furniture brand founded in 2009 in a
corner of the Costa Brava, in Catalonia. There, calma (meaning “calm” in Spanish
and Catalan) is a way of life.
More than a decade later, this small company continues to take it easy,
leaving the rush and passing trends aside and reinforcing its commitment to
responsible design at all levels and in all phases of the process.
“This way of doing things, which we try to be as humble and silent as
possible, does not always fit in with the frenetic pace of the outdoor furniture
sector, a growing industry,” says Ricard Vicens, Calma’s alma mater. “But we
believe that only in this way is it possible to produce timeless, simple and useful
objects to enjoy calmly.”
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The creative sensitivity
of Calma takes shape
in new indoor-outdoor
designs made locally by
hand
Normal, Masia, Fang, Lotus y Maca

The brand’s catalogue continues its step-bystep expansion, careless of ephemeral trends in
its efforts to spread the value of responsible and
timeless design from the hand of craftsmen and
renowned masters in the field.
From the Empordà, the team of the firm works
on new improvements, exploring materials,
product categories and indoor uses led by
milestones in the history of the company such
as the re-edition of Boomerang, by André Ricard,
Design Europe award and pioneer of industrial
design in Spain.
Among its latest successes there is the IF
Design Award obtained in 2021 by Lou, by Inma
Bermúdez, and the participation in the interior
design project of the new Roca restaurant in
Girona, ‘Normal’, with the lamp of the same
name devised by the author of the project,
Andreu Carulla.

A quiet October morning on the Costa Brava, 2021— The
Empordà firm lives a sweet moment after the welcome
of its new handcrafted designs of Mediterranean soul and
contemporary formal lines signed by Andreu Carulla, the
creative director of Calma, Pete Sans, and Run Design.
Calma’s new designs seem to have always existed, and that
is a result of their simple and essential character. Creations
that, despite —or much better say thanks to— it, aspire
to surprise and thrill those who know how to appreciate
the value of authenticity in their interior design and in
architecture projects, whether residential or contract.
Their names have a quotidian feeling to them, they ring a
bell: Normal, Masia, Fang, Lotus and Maca join a catalogue of
objects born to be handy to the people, to be at the service
of the environment and at the preservation of crafts and
other traditional jobs and materials. Only thus, once these
premises are fulfilled and the use of local materials and
producers is guaranteed, the pieces of Calma are allowed to
look for the aesthetic, although a discrete one, which avoids
the use of superfluous elements.
These novelties coexist with other timeless classics, as is
the case of one of the most special re-editions of Calma:
Boomerang, the first chair created by André Ricard almost
70 years ago. This easy chair is ergonomic and close to the
idea of a garden armchair or a relaxing armchair, it presents
itself impeccable in its collected proportions and manually
produced in oak wood and recycled polymer cellulose in
natural color.
Lou is another landmark in the Calma collection that, with
both discretion and unpretentiousness, does not stop giving
joy to the company team. This series of seats emerged from
the sketches —as rational as emotional— of Inma Bermúdez,
which were already part of the Delta selection of the ADI
Awards 2020. More recently, these sweet and domed
designs of sculptural structure have been recognized by the
prestigious IF Design Awards 2021.

“Only by working without haste or without
letting the ties of fashion run too tight is
it possible to devote the deserved time,
attention and calm to the simple, genuine
and timeless creations that great designers
have signed for Calma in the past times.”
Ricard Vicens, Project Manager

“We respect design and we are in love with what is
handmade, and that is why we want our contribution
to be based on authenticity, timelessness and the
protection of materials and the work of the artisans
of our territory. In a natural way, Calma has built
a catalog that is the result of the relationship with
designers who share the same vision of design
and have as non-negotiable values coherence,
functionality, durability and a genuine way of doing
things, which avoids what is superfluous.”
“When it comes to Calma, even what could come
across as a production obstacle is transformed into
strength by betting 100% on artisanal processes
and local materials and suppliers. We believe in
the potential of craftsmanship, we admire the great
masters of design, we respect the landscape that
surrounds us and we appreciate the materials that
we find in our daily lives, and with all this we create
and re-edit useful objects and furniture born to
accompany and improve our life.”
“Each one of Calma’s pieces aspires to convey
a singular character and a purpose of its own,
and hence its raison d’être. We are very proud of
having managed to make a differentiated place for
ourselves from the rest in the design sector, without
losing our silent and calm gaze and forgetting about
ephemeral trends.”

Andreu Carulla, Director Creativo

Normal, a lamp that dialogues with the
direct and handmade cuisine of the
Roca brothers

MMasia and Fang, the firm’s first
rugs and their foray into the world of
recycled polyethylene

2021

2021

The handcrafted ceramic lamp Normal
—this is also the name of the newly
opened restaurant of the Roca brothers in
Girona— is a good example of the warm
and cozy design of Andreu Carulla. Normal
crystallizes the serene and curious attitude
shared by Roca and Carulla, who in addition
to being creative director of Calma has
taken responsibility for the interior project
of the establishment of which the Normal
luminaires are part.

Only calmly can you stop to caress a rug
and discover that, thanks to the wonder
of upcycling, recycled polyethylene fibers
can be as soft as cotton. Masia and Fang
are the result of the fusion between design,
craftsmanship and reused materials, which
have been formulated in two collections for
outdoor use and devised by Andreu Carulla
and Run Design.

Lotus, the floating bulb that invites you
to immerse yourself in liquid light

Hola, Maca!

2021
Only from a relaxed and curious perspective
can you detect the spark that leaps before
a great idea and dare to make it come true:
like throwing a watertight outdoor light bulb
into the pool and making it float thanks to
a cork disc. Self-taught ‘industrial sculptor
and furniture designer’ Pete Sans is the kind
of person who can draw inspiration from
the magic of nature to bring to life a piece
as personal and amazingly simple as Lotus.

2021
The sun lounger, the quintessence of
summer pleasure and calm on the shores
of the Mediterranean, has a new core
definition in iroko wood and artisan
fabrics. This is Maca —pretty or friendly
in Catalan— and it has been designed
by Andreu Carulla to bring freshness,
versatility, calm and zero stridency.

Boomerang, an icon of André Ricard
born in 1952 and immortalized by Calma
7 decades later

Soft, sculptural and award-winning Lou

2019

The collection of seats for garden Lou,
designed by Inma Bermúdez, has not failed
to reap success since its arrival in Calma.
These designs presents themselves as calm
and happy in the face of what is happening
before us, remind us that everything is
fleeting except for timelessness and invite
us to believe that time can be stopped
by simply enjoying their fluffy rounded
cushions.

With calm and deep admiration we hear
each and every one of the wise and simple
words of a master of design, André Ricard,
sitting on his easy chair that reminds us that
a good design is like a boomerang: it always
comes back.

2019

CRAFTSMANSHIP

We entrust local manufacturers to produce our
products. Craftspeople that understand making and
tradition more than anyone else. Masters of craft
that make their mark on and embed their knowledge
into every single one of our products making them
unique.
EMPORDÀ

Sun, sea, the rocky coastline and the northerly
tramuntana winds. The Empordà surrounds us.
Inspired by its natural beauty, local craftsmanship and
the character of its people. The objects we produce
reflects the love for our land.
TIMELESSNESS

“We don’t like disposable design. We don’t follow
trends. We believe in responsible design, which
is why we design timeless, original and unique
outdoor furniture collections.” This is why, alongside
with the development of new designs, the brand
rescues, honors and re-edits special collections and
masterpieces devised by great designers.
SOUL

Behind Calma there is a team of multidisciplinary
professionals brought together by design and
committed to simplicity, comfort and beauty. André
Ricard, Andreu Carulla, Inma Bermúdez, Pete Sans,
Crouscalogero, Joe Doucet, Serraydelarocha, Run
Design. Different paths and styles with something in
common: wisdom and calm.
OPEN AIR

“We are passionate about life in the open air; we are
convinced that happiness is found in small pleasures.
And that enjoyment of simplicity is a path that you
walk calmly.”

collections

2021

DESIGN: ANDREU CARULLA

DESIGN: ANDREU CARULLA

Normal

Masia

Ceramic lamps

Handmade outdoor rug

Normal lamps look for the essential shape by
simplifying their geometry and their material. Their
classic and basic aesthetics contract with an unusual
and rustic material that, in turn, is sophisticated.
This collection is entirely made in the Empordà with
glazed ceramics from La Bisbal. It is in the tones
brown and beige and it consists of 4 models: one
wireless, two ceiling and a wall sconce that allow to
consistently illuminate multiple spaces. It is suitable
for both indoor and outdoor use.

The Masia rug reproduces the pattern of the classic
adobe ceramic tiles used in farmhouses and rustic
houses of the Empordà and all over Catalonia. This
pattern belongs to the life and landscape of the
Empordà and it is fit for both rustic environments
and in contemporary spaces. Masia carpets are
suitable for indoor and outdoor use and they are
available in three sizes and two colors –red and
blue– and they are made by hand in workshops in
India with 100% recycled polypropylene fibers from
used bottles. As with the rest of the brand’s rugs, the
carbon footprint of its transport is very low thanks to
its ingenious flat packaging.
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collections

2021

DESIGN: PETE SANS

DESIGN: ANDREU CARULLA

Lotus

Maca

Pool lamp

Wooden lounger and handcrafted fabric

Lotus transforms water into light. On warm summer
nights, it offers the almost magical experience
of diving into liquid light. The point from which
light emanates is almost imperceptible, and it
uses water to spread it evenly. Lotus tries to be
invisible, conquering water with its warm and subtle
illumination. This floating luminaire features a D400
compact cork base and incorporates a standard
outdoor bulb (IP65) with induction charging battery
that does not require external cables.

The Maca lounger is a refined classic revisited by
Andreu Carulla. It is manufactured in the Empordà
with iroko wood suitable for outdoor use and
accessories in stainless steel and brass. Its aesthetic
is integrated into any outdoor space to add a note
of joy and quality without falling into stridency. The
textile finishes are available in Sunbrella acrylic
fabric or in cotton of Les Toiles de Soleil, the
prestigious brand of Catalan crafts, founded in 1897
in the south of France.
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2021-2020-2019
DESIGN: RUN DESIGN

DESIGN: ANDRÉ RICARD

Fang

Boomerang

Colourful, outdoor rugs

Relax armchair with footrest for indoor and
outdoor

A versatile collection of outdoor rugs with a strong
graphical quality. A tribute to the traditional process
of dip-dying ceramics, its appearance is one of
almost simple inevitability. Fang comes in the
traditional colours of La Bisbal ceramic glaze.

Boomerang is the first chair ideated by the famous
designer André Ricard, it is proportionated and
ergonomic. Designed and edited in a small series in
1952, today it is re-edited by Calma, who recovers this
vintage design for the quality and comfort of its seat
and backrest fabrics and its legs and profile of natural
oak wood supported on a steel structure. The manual
braiding that covers the wooden frame is made of
recycled cellulose polymer cord. The “boomerang”
element is the one that holds the seat and backrest,
in addition to giving the chair its own personality. The
backrest has an internal device that allows to vary the
inclination in a comfortable and ergonomic way.
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DESIGN: INMA BERMÚDEZ

DESIGN: ANDREU CARULLA

Lou

Bolet

Glazed ceramic outdoor stool

Soft outdoor seats
Distinguished with the IF Design Award 2021, the
Lou collection consists of three pieces: a pouf, an
armchair and a sofa. Their cushions are made of
several layers of viscoelastic, which makes them
extraordinarily comfortable. When removed during
the winter months, Lou still retains a sculptural
appearance due to its delicate frame. The structure
of the pieces is made of solid steel rod, with previous
zinc protection and painted with powder paint.
The seat cushions are formed by a combination of
comfort foams, with a waterproof inner sheath of
technical fabric and thermosealed seams, and an
outer covering made of Sunbrella LOPI acrylic fabric

Bolet is both an exercise in functionalism and an ode
to craftsmanship. The geometry of Bolet is achieved
with a simple transformation to the clay extrusion
process. Making it useful as both a stool and occasional
side-table. Fired at a high heat, it is able to withstand
extreme changes in temperature making it ideal for
both indoor and outdoor use. Dip-glazed in traditional
La Bisbal colours, the hardness of its material is
softened with a generous natural cork base and three
holes on top provide a convenient way of moving it
with ease.

in different colors.
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2019
DESIGN: ANDREU CARULLA

DESIGN: ANDREU CARULLA

Alat modular lounge sofa

Alat daybed

A sofa of titanic proportions

An evolution of the award-winning Alat Sofa, the
Alat Daybed is comfort at epic proportions. An
ample piece of furniture that shelters the user with
an all-covering slatted screen, making it a cozy
alcove for outdoor use.

Monumental and monolithic. Alat, which means
“winged” in Catalan, takes basic geometric cues
from brutalism, giving it a heavy appearance and a
feeling of robustness that contrasts with the visual
lightness of the lateral wings. Alat fuses the sofa with
the archetypal lounger, making it useful as booth
while defining itself as something totally reimagined.
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collections
DESIGN: ANDREU CARULLA & JOE DOUCET

DESIGN: ANDREU CARULLA & JOE DOUCET

Marea

Marea Swing

A lounging collection

Solid but light, rigid but free

Marea (meaning “tide” in Spanish) is a seating
collection defined by delicate balance and duality.
Co-designed by Andreu Carulla and Joe Doucet, it
embodies each designer’s particular design approach
in a singular piece of furniture. Available both as a
swing and as an armchair, the seat structure is in
both cases suspended, giving it a gentle back-andforth movement just like the tide of the ocean.

Marea (meaning “tide” in Spanish) is a seating
collection defined by delicate balance and duality.
Co-designed by Andreu Carulla and Joe Doucet, it
embodies each designer’s particular design approach
in a singular piece of furniture. Available both as a
swing and as an armchair, the seat structure is in
both cases suspended, giving it a gentle back-andforth movement just like the tide of the ocean.
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2019
DESIGN: PETE SANS

DESIGN: ANDREU CARULLA

Coqueta

Malla

A woven wicker armchair

Lattice of decorative ceramic

Calma has rescued one of Spain’s great design
classics for its new collection. Bestowed with a Gold
Delta Award in 1988, the country’s most coveted
design award, the Coqueta chair by Pete Sans is both
a carefully balanced and a radical piece of design. A
milestone in the history of Spanish design, a basketweave seat is suspended from its seamless stainless
steel structure, all of which is held together with its
most identifiable detail: a buckled belt which spans
the length of the chair.
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Together with Trama, it reinterprets the classic
exterior lattices. Malla is the first exterior lattice
that offers fluidity. It can be mounted on a curve and
also offers the possibility of hanging in the form of a
ceramic curtain.
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collections
DESIGN: ANDREU CARULLA

DESIGN: CROUSCALOGERO

Tub

Xica i Xanca

Outdoor ceramic lighting

Lamps for indoor and outdoor use

Tub is an outdoor lighting collection made from
extruded ceramic tubes. Sharing a common design
language and production method, Tub comes
in different lamp heads, offering various ways
of focusing light: a spotlight (single or double), a
ceramic shade for subdued light and a clear glass
shade for more general light.

TThree natural timber legs suspend a white frosted
globe in mid air, permitting illumination in every
direction. Designed to provide outdoor warmth
and light during short summer nights and indoor
comfort during the long winters, Xica i Xanca is a
versatile collection that brings a space to life without
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2019
DESIGN: ANDREU CARULLA

Trama

Lattice of decorative ceramic
Architectural element for exterior that reinterprets
the typical Mediterranean lattice. It is the first of its
kind that does not produce double wall thicknesses
when building it. It also allows for different levels
of transparency, depending on how your parts are
placed.
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other collections
DESIGN: ANDREU CARULLA

DESIGN: ANDREU CARULLA

DESIGN: ANDREU CARULLA

Pepa

Circus

Om

An origami-like seating system that
is incredibly flexible

Versatile stackable sidetables

Evoking the Mediterranean

CIRCUS is a collection of 3 outdoor side
tables with a structure made of 12mm
solid steel rods, galvanised and painted
in any of the colours of the chart. The
top features a weather resistant surface
made of 10mm TRESPA®. It comes with
some fittings that allow to mount and
change the top without either tools or
screws. The CIRCUS tables have been
conceived to be enjoyed separately, piled
up or as a set. The big advantage of their
design is that the top can be changed
very easily in case you need to adapt the
tables to other environments.

Inspired by classic mediterranean
canopies and umbrellas,
Om brings a twist on a wellestablished product. Because of its
innovative unfolding mechanism,
the umbrella can be adapted to
any need, wether it is fully, half or
hardly open, providing different
types of shade for every position.

DESIGN: SERRAYDELAROCHA

DESIGN: CROUSCALOGERO

DESIGN: ANDREU CARULLA

Dorm

Llum

Lola

A soft-modular outdoor sofa

Modularity

Dynamic, brave and very practical

Designed to be a discreet and
reliable piece of outdoor furnishing,
Dorm is a modular sofa that is
versatile in its simplicity. Featuring
detachable and waterproof fabric
cushions and stainless steel feet.

LOutdoor Lamp made of
polyethylene, which illuminates in
all directions, and is suspended on
three wooden feet. Designed to
provide warmth, comfort and light
in both indoor and outdoor spaces.

Mrs. Lola is the typical woman
that you seem to have known
forever but her personality and
history surprises you because,
when you discover it, you see that
she is really different. She looks
delicate, but she is very tough.

Different material and frame
combinations define the Mrs.
Pepa seating collection. The
covers can be removed and
changed in an instant. Each with
its own distinctive personality,
they have a home feeling to
them, both indoors and outdoors,
enjoying the Mediterranean sun
or keeping warm by a woodburning stove.
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DESIGN: FERRAN SERRA

DESIGN: RICARD VICENS

DESIGN: SERRAYDELAROCHA

Nua

Ten

Angle

Outdoor armchair
Have you ever imagined that a
simple dress could become a
relaxing sofa? Nua is based on this
concept: a sturdy bare aluminum
frame covered by a dress in an
essential way. Compact in style, its
comfortable outdoor cushions are
upholstered with special technical
fabrics for outdoor use.
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The compact and straight lines of
its frame combine with the curvy
and wavy lines of the wood-grain.
Ten is the essence and warness of
nature.
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Outdoor table
Angle is a table for large spaces,
sculptural, architectural, but, at the
same time, delicate and elegant. A
project of apparent simplicity, but
that has a detailed technical work.
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+(34) 933 621 034
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SHOWROOM CALMA
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no walls. no time.
no wifi, just calma.
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